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BY THE CHINA PIONEERS! — SIX MORE SOULS SAVED!

Another Trip To China!

by Gabriel

WE RECENTLY MADE ANOTHER TRIP INTO CHINA for the "Chinese New Year" festival. It's the biggest celebration of the year for the Chinese & is equivalent to our Christmas; & the Lord saved six more souls! Hallelujah! Here are some of the highlights from Gabriel's diary. We stayed at "Uncle" home for one week this time. The team: Gabriel, Sheba & Andrew.

DAY 1: The Lord really encouraged us on the trip. God bless our overseas brethren for the pioneer donations! They really helped Uncle & his whole family were so happy to see us. This time there were so many people going to China!

DAY 2: We read I Cor. 13 for devotion with Uncle & Cousin in a bedroom. We went to see Uncle's relatives who live in another town in the country where we witnessed to a sleepy boy called "T.T.", He received Jesus into his heart with Andrew, on the roof of the building.

DAY 3: At night, Cousin & I went to see an old lady. She was quite lonely & lives in a very dim & simple room. Every day she has to stay in bed & is on her own. Nobody cared about her. I was so sorry for her. I told her about God's love & she prayed with me to receive Jesus! She got so inspired! She smiled so big & said she'd never been so happy like that before! We raised our hands to praise the Lord & she said "Hallelujah" with us! Ty! Cousin was so excited! He said the Lord's power was incredible. He kept saying that. Cousin later said he wanted to take care of the old lady too!

WHEN WE GOT BACK TO UNCLE'S, another cousin wanted me to read the Bible with him! Also that night, the Lord gave us another soul—Andrew prayed with the old lady's only son! Hallelujah! He was so happy too—just like a little baby!

DAY 4: T.T.'s sisters, S.M. & S.L. came to see us. Sheba & I witnessed to them & they got saved! They're really precious & we really love them. Sheba shared with them about how her life has changed since she met the Lord & S.M. said, "I will change too, because now I have Jesus!" Before we ate lunch, S.L. thanked the Lord for the meal all by herself! Really Spirit-laden!

DAY 5: We were late arriving at Uncle's relatives. They were really longing to see us. S.L. said, "We knew you'd come because we prayed last night for you to come back!" Their parents & 2 other sisters, graciously welcomed us & prepared us a special meal. Afterwards, we sang songs & taught them how to gypsy dance.

DAY 6: I went with Uncle to the market early in the morning (6 a.m.). We rode bicycles a long way to a countryside market, instead of the government market. (In China the people need special food tickets, which are rationed, but in the country market you can buy extra food, although at a higher price.)

GOD BLESS UNCLE who got up early every morning & rode a long way to get the extra food he needed for us! He is very poor really, so we gave him some money. Also, because Sheba is pregnant, Uncle goes especially to get fresh milk for her. God bless him!

DAY 7: Early in the morning, S.M. & one of her sisters S.K. came to see us off. They had gotten up very early & had to walk a long way as there are no buses in the early morning. God bless them! We couldn't help but cry when we saw them, Ty!

WE PRAYED TO CATCH THE TRAIN—BUT TOO LATE! While we waited in the park, S.K. asked why God didn't answer our prayer to "stop the train". I explained that there must be a reason—maybe 'cos He wanted her to know His Truth also. At first she talked about evolution, but, so I really shared with her from the Bible & she surrendered & received Jesus! Hallelujah! In the station she said it was worth it for us to be late for the train because now she can know about Jesus & be happy like us! Amen! GTG!

GBY, DEAR FAMILY! WLY—& need you! Please continue to pray for the souls in China & that the Lord continues to lead us & prepare the hearts of the people for His Message & His Love! We are now preparing for Sheba & I to "drop in" with Uncle for a couple of months to feed God's sheep to continue to "Change the World"—one heart at a time! Love, Gabriel & the China Pioneers.

(Would you like a complete type version of all the MO Buletin on CHINA (in English) from the Index?)—Including quotes from the new Brown Volume! Available now if you write to: W. Potter, P.O. Box 3148, Kowloon, Hong Kong. If you can, please include a donation toward the pioneering of China & the Chinese TCC. Tks. WLY!!

Pioneering Family In Morocco!

by G. & R. & their 4 children

WE JUST WANTED TO SHARE a few of the exciting testimonies & outright miracles the Lord has done these past two weeks since we agreed together to "flap our wings" & pioneer as a family, Ty!

FIRST OF ALL, WE WANT TO THANK YOU, DAD & MARIA, for the very thoughtful & timely love note you recently sent us thru your secretary. We were going thru some trials at the time over fitting in where we were & your encouraging words gave us renewed faith to step out on the Lord's promises & make the plunge. He never fails & your words, Dad, mean so much to us & it's...
real thai of the people that we are still here today serving the Lord!

R. I. HAVE ALWAYS HAD A BURDEN FOR MOROCCO as she was born here & is half-Moroccan (from her mother). Within one week of making our decision to pioneer, the Lord miraculously supplied us with enough funds to make our move possible, thru R.’s father (a real miracle in itself) & with the help of our former home, God bless them! But more important, the Lord literally dropped down a package of faith into our hearts to trust Him no matter what!

SO WITHIN ONE WEEK, OFF WE WENT—from the “safari" looking family we once were to the “average” (hal) tourist image—quite a bit of work in cutting down, but thank the Lord, God sure proved it can be done & IT’s a lot more in line with the Kingdom of God, especially with four children! PTL!

OUR THREE-DAY & NIGHT TREK BY 4 DIFFERENT TRAINS turned out to be a miracle every step of the way as the Lord raised up people continually, including train conductors themselves, through the entire trip to help with luggage & children (who were the keys to reaching everyone’s hearts)! & also supplying us with extra food, funds & special privileges!

THO THE TRIP WAS GENERALY QUITE HARD, we all survived the discomforts & sacrifices. We began to understand more fully Dad’s favourite passage about the blessings of sacrifice: “I will not give unto the Lord of that which hath cost me nothing” & were truly thankful for being counted worthy to suffer these afflictions for a new pioneer field & its people & to grasp hold of the blessings awaiting us in “fighting the good fight of faith”! Hallelujah!

AFTER ARRIVING IN MOROCCO, we spent only three nights in hotels before the Lord miraculously raised up some students from an upper class family who opened the doors of their hearts & homes in both housing & feeding all six of us! They are presently helping us out all the way in getting more permanently located with housing, job etc. It’s such a blessing to be able to minister to such sweet people & to so quickly get such a first-hand look at how the people here really live.

PLEASE PRAY FOR US in the Lord’s provision of the needed person, system employment & visas necessary to help us reach this needy field, where the labourers are few & the harvest truly plentiful!

IF ANYONE HAS A BURDEN TO COME & HELP us reach Morocco, we need you! Just send a letter with a bit of information about yourself, your burdens, talents etc. along with a photo to the KOS who will forward your letter on to us. Address: O. Box 230, Athens, Greece (Attn: H&R).


Lessons from a...
News of Deb & Jeth!

(From Dad & Maria want to thank those of you who have written to them about news of Deborah & Jethro. The following is a summary of Deb & Jeth's activities, sent in by some of the Family who are in contact with them.)

FROM A BROTHER WHO TALKED TO JETHRO ON THE PHONE & met Paul Bunyan on the street: "We assume you've received all the letters from this area about them being with Happy and Honey in Mendicino. By a small miracle I ran into Paul Bunyan, who is the children's song leader while provisioning in San Francisco. Our provisioning run long ago & are now covering the same areas.

I HAD WRITTEN JETH A LETTER asking him not to go to the exact same contacts as we did, since they had thought they were up & were saving the food for us. Any way, Paul did not know this, neither did he know of any correspondence from you to the group asking them to write back. I had even mentioned to Jeth that I heard he was staying in Mendicino & he hadn't heard a word about it. I told this to Paul & he was amazed that Jeth was that way.

I ALSO SAID I'D SENT JETH A COPY OF "THE DIVISION" & asked Paul if he'd read it. He said he never did & was rather blown away by a few things I mentioned about it. He seemed rather open with me as opposed to the way Jeth was when I saw him (very backfiddlen & sneaky sort of spirit).

IT SEEMS THAT OTHERS THERE (Happy & Honey & God knows who else) are filling him in on their rubbish about the Family & what they 'heard' about the Family now—like some quotes from 'Home'. Paul seems to be in the middle of it all & just wants to help with the kids. He also said that their group was moving to L.A. real soon & going by a different road to a Home. I don't know if that included Deb & Isaiah but they were with them in Mendicino now.

FROM A COUPLE WHO TALKED TO DEB & ISAIAH ON THE PHONE (summary & quotes): Isaiah has received his college degree, as it was nearly awarded when he joined the Family. He has decided to continue his education even further in the future. While working on his degree, he met many people involved with various foundations, trusts & fund raising groups. With the help of some of these.

ISAIAH & DEB WANT TO RETURN TO PERU to work in small villages helping to set up schools & train locals to run them & then move on to other villages. "They seem to be really into furthering what they call their 'Early Learning Program'... also hope to get Deb's materials published... said they were thankful for this time to see what people in the area are into in the field of early learning.

PRESENTLY JETH IS IN S. CALIFORNIA looking for a house to rent so that they can all live there until they are ready to go back down south. They would not give an address where Jeth could be reached. Deb & Isaiah are working on legal business & hope to get legally married. Meanwhile, Big Joy in California has visited her children with Jeth, who just loves Jeth & is absolutely floating over the grandchildren.

DEB SAID ONE REASON THEY HAD GONE INTO VIRTUAL EXCLUSION was that they didn't want to be visited by anyone nor did they want to receive any more "Family News" as the older children got a hold of them & it caused Deb & Jeth a lot of heartache...

DEB SAID THAT SHE STILL COULDN'T ACCEPT THE FACT THAT ISAIAH HAS A DEMON & that she couldn't go along with it, & feels that you are being especially hard on them because she is your daughter. They hope that someday you will come around & see things their way...

"THEY MENTIONED THEY WERE HAVING A LOT OF PROBLEMS WITH THEIR CHILDREN respecting their parents... blame it on 'Who Are the Rebels', saying that Joyanne & Junior didn't understand it when they read it.

THEY SAID YOU WOULDN'T LET THEM HAVE THEIR OWN WORK & were always promoting & demoting them & said they wanted a work that no one could take away from them nor could tell them what to do."

DAD: Good! Thank God!

Letter of Love
From Joyanne (Little Joy)!

CHRISTMAS CARD FROM JOY- ANNE: "Dearest Grandma, 1LY & miss you very much!! I'm getting so much closer to the Lord & learning more everyday. I don't know what the Lord is trying to do in my or our lives but I trust in Him!! I'm always praying & thinking of you! And I will write more later!! I just wanted you to know that I wish you a very Happy Christmas & the best beginning of a New Year with Jesus!! I love you always. Love in Jesus, Joyanne." Also: "This is a beautiful poem (she didn't mention the author) that I found that expresses what I'm going thru:

We must learn to wait for happiness,
That bright elusive thing
That we startle with our eagerness
Like a young bird on a wing
We must learn to wait for hope to rise
And spread its wings about us
And keep our faith in Him so dear
When the whole world seems 'foreboding
And as we wait and learn to cope
With the problems that we bear,
In the silence of our trust in Him
He will answer every prayer.

Pledges of Loyalty!
From Peter Amsterdam & Damaris:

Dear Damari,

GOD BLESS YOU! I just wanted to write you a little note to tell you I really love you & you are always in my prayers. I pray that Peter can fill the gap for you (now that Timothy is gone) as I know how badly you need someone to be with you.

THE LORD HAS BEEN TEACHING ME SO MUCH & drawing me a lot closer as I have to step out & make more everyday decisions & keep everyone happy & working hard. Everyone is being a real help & blessing & the Lord is truly taking care of us all.

PLEASE LET ME KNOW if there is any way I can be a help to you from here. I really love you & want to do all I can for the Lord.

Love & Kisses, Damaris.
From Peter:

Dear Dad and Maria,

GBY! ILY! THANKS SO MUCH for having me come here. It's such a blessing & a privilege & I sure am learning a lot!

I JUST WANTED TO WRITE MY REACTION to the RD about Rachel when she was called in for retraining. All what you said about her was absolutely true. I think the thing that hit me personally the most was where you said that the House of Saul within us needs to wax weaker & weaker, & the House of David with it needs to wax stronger & stronger. Lord help me to let that happen with me.

EVEN THO' I DIDN'T SPEND A LOT OF TIME AROUND RACHEL or Jeth, I know I picked up some of their ways & ideas etc., & I hope that now I can learn to do things your way in your spirit. Like the scripture says:

"CREATE IN ME A CLEAN HEART, O God, & renew a right spirit within me" (Ps. 51:10). That's my prayer & my desire—to walk as you walk—in mercy & love, helping others. You're so simple & loving & you show such mercy & patience toward all—even those who cause so much trouble. I've never seen anything like it!

I'M GOING TO START THE RD OF "BOOKS" tonight—I'm sure I really need this one too. God help me to let your Words rip out, tear down & destroy all the system garbage I've learned & build up & establish the simple truth & love of His Word! I love you both so very much!

—Love, Peter Amsterdam.

Dearest Dad,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY & THANK YOU so very much for showing me so much love in-sharing Maria with me last night. I appreciate it more than words can say. To me it was such an honour for which I feel so totally unworthy.

I REALLY DID NEED SOME ENCOURAGEMENT, but I didn't expect that much! It really touched my heart to see such a sample of love that even tho' it was the beginning of your Birthday you were giving instead of receiving. Thank you, Dad. I know I could never repay you for all you've done for me.

THE BEST I CAN DO IS TO PLEDGE TO YOU my utter 100% devotion & loyalty as my Birthday gift to you. If there's ever anything you ever want me to do, or any task or mission, no matter how small or great, that you want me to undertake, I will be willing to do so & count it an honour.

I LOVE YOU, DAD, & PRAY THAT THIS IS ANOTHER GLORIOUS YEAR for you. Your total love & obedience to the Lord is what has kept us going for all these years & I know that this year will be the same. Thank you once again for your love. With much love forever, Your son, Peter.

Dearest Maria, ILY! THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR SPENDING TIME WITH ME.

I really appreciated it so much. Just being there with you & talking with you really helped me & encouraged me. I must admit I was pretty nervous even tho' I knew I shouldn't be. But I really had a wonderful time. ALL THE THINGS DAD & THE LORD HAVE SAID ABOUT YOU ARE TRUE—you have so much love. Thanks for praying with me & holding me, loving me & everything else. You made me feel so good. No wonder everyone loves you, because you give such love. Thanks again, Maria, for everything. I love you so much. Love always, Peter.